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Paul Ramsperger, Toronto (Citabria) — 3498 points Jean Paul Huneault, Montreal (Modified Chip- 3226 points Morris Engler, Toronto (Citabria) — 3058 points



8. Bob Arend, Toronto (Chipmunk) — 2800 points 9. Dan Mackie, Montreal (Citabria) — 2732 points 10. Karl Kappes, Toronto (Citabria) — 815 points There were two Canadian Pitts "Specials" ready to enter the competition, but unfortunately we have not as yet obtained clearance from the Ministry of Transport for Canadian Pitts "Specials" to perform aerobatics and, as a result, Gerry Younger could not compete and Doug Murray, Frank Jenkinson, and Cal Martin had to use a "Citabria." It should be noted that six of the ten contestants used the 150-hp Citabria supplied this year by the Canadian Aerobatic Foundation.



Mixture Control...



KNOW HOW and



NIGHT SCHOOL AVIATION COURSES IN TORONTO



We will be offering two night school courses at West Hill Collegiate in Scarborough again this year, and we understand that Jim White will also be offering a course in aircraft design in the west end of Toronto. We will once again have our course on homebuilt aircraft construction. This course features visits to various



WHEN TO USE IT



aircraft under construction in the Toronto area as well as discussions and practical sessions on what you should know before you start to build your homebuilt. We are also planning to have a pilot refresher course which should be of particular interest to members of Chapter 189's Flying Club



but we would invite all other interested people to attend. Details of these three courses can be obtained by calling



(Courtesy Michigan Aeronautics Commission)



myself at 293-8447 or contacting Jim White at 625-5184. In the past these courses have been very well attended and we hope for good participation again this year. NOMINATIONS FOR OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA



In a recent issue of SPORT AVIATION we outlined the nomination and election procedures for the election of



A



LMOST ALL AIRCRAFT are equipped with a mixture control on the panel or quadrant that usually stands out in its red presence, but it has far more important uses than merely shutting down the engine. Here are a few



\



passed, and I am sorry to report that there were not enough nominations to fill the 11 positions. As a result, we have had to ask members to run for office. We will no doubt receive criticism in the future, as we have in the past, that our organization is centered in the Toronto area and is run by a group of Toronto people. However, when there is so little interest shown in the organization that we have to ask people to run for office, we can hardly be faulted for asking for the services of those who have demonstrated their interest in the organization during the past years. Q



At what altitude is leaning the mixture normally effective?



Leaning is normally effective above 5000 ft.; however, some aircraft engines may be leaned below 5000 ft. Always



WHY NOT AUTOMOTIVE FUEL?



The main problems with automotive fuels is that their volatility is varied by the producing companies, according to the location and climate. Most automotive fuels have a vapor pressure of seven to 14 pounds at 100 degrees F, while aviation gas has a vapor pressure of six to eight pounds. With the variation in vapor pressure of automotive gas it could make your aircraft engine run very hot with boiling in the carburetor and would also encourage vaporlock at altitude. Use of carburetor heat intensifies the problem. It is very inadvisable, therefore, to use automotive fuel in aircraft engines even though the octane ratings may be in



the same range.



When the mixture is too lean there is too little fuel for the amount of air in terms of weight. Rough engine



operation, sudden "cutting out" or backfiring, detonation, overheating, or an appreciable loss of engine power may occur. Lean mixtures must be avoided when an engine is operating near its maximum output.



Officers and Directors of the Experimental Aircraft Association of Canada. The closing date for nominations has now



(Courtesy Chapter 103 Newsletter)



things that you probably didn't know. What are the results of having the mixture too lean?



t



follow the manufacturer's recommendations on leaning the fuel mixture for the particular airplane. By leaning the mixture at too low an altitude or leaning the mixture excessively, you could damage the engine at a high power setting. For example: suppose that a pilot had been cruising at 8000 ft. with a lean mixture and forgot to move the mixture to full rich before entering the traffic pattern of a low-elevation airport. The pilot may experience a rough engine or the engine might cut out or, even worse, if he were to exceed approximately 70-percent power in the pattern or on a go-around he would be in serious trouble with detonation and engine overheating. In general, lean mixtures must be employed with caution when operating aircraft engines at high power settings. Why is 5000 ft. considered a safe altitude for leaning?



Certain aircraft engine manuals state that their engines should not be leaned below 5000 ft. At 5000 ft. the unsupercharged engine is capable of developing only about 75 percent of its rated power, and at less than 75-percent power it is much harder to get into trouble using improper leaning techniques, since the cylinders and other engine parts are operating at lower temperatures.
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MIXTURE CONTROL . . .



(Continued from Preceding Page)



What is detonation?



Detonation is the spontaneous explosion of the unburned charge (in the cylinders) after normal ignition. If the temperature and pressure of the unburned portion of the fuel/air charge reach critical values, combustion will begin spontaneously. The result is a sudden and violent explosion of the charge (detonation) rather than the relatively slow burning of normal combustion. Continued operation when detonation is present can result in dished piston heads, collapsed valve heads, broken rings, or eroded portions of valves, pistons, or cylinder heads, and may terminate in sudden and complete engine failure. Since it is very important to avoid detonation, it is well to consider the principal factors which contribute to this condition. The anti-knock value of the fuel (octane rating/performance number), cylinder-head temperature, incoming mixture temperature, fuel/air ratio, and intake manifold pressure are the most important factors of greatest significance for the pilot. Usually detonation cannot be recognized from the cockpit through sound or engine roughness. Therefore, protection from its possible occurrence must be provided by the design of the engine and adherence to the engine operating limitations. What is pre-ignition?



Pre-ignition is the uncontrolled firing of the fuel/air charge in advance of normal spark ignition. It is caused by the presence within the combustion chamber of an area which is incandescent (red hot, flowing, luminous, with intense heat) and serves as an ignitor in advance of normal ignition. Pre-ignition may result from a glowing spark plug electrode, exhaust valve, or perhaps a carbon or lead particle heated to incandescence. As with detonation, such operating factors as high intake-air temperatures, lean mixtures, high manifold pressures, and improper cooling are likely to set the stage for pre-ignition. Pre-ignition may start detonation and, paradoxically, detonation may start preignition because of the high temperatures involved. Moreover, pre-ignition can be fully as destructive as detonation. How is additional fuel provided for cooling the engine on take-off?



are electrically conductive and when they reach a sufficient depth, the electric current will flow through the deposit rather than "jumping the gap" in the spark plug to ignite the fuel/air charge. This is what is known as a "fouled" or "shorted-out" plug, since the current flows across the deposits on the ceramic insulator and is grounded instead of jumping the gap. Therefore, it is essential to maintain a fuel/air ratio which will provide sufficient heat in the combustion chamber to vaporize any deposits which may form on the ceramic center of the spark plug. What does excess air and excess fuel mean?



"Excess air" means there is more air in the cylinders than is needed for normal combustion, and this excess of air absorbs heat and helps to cool the engine. "Excess fuel" means that there is more fuel in the cylinders than is needed for normal combustion, and this excess fuel also absorbs heat and provides additional cooling. Large supercharged engines can operate in the "excess air" leanmixture side of the mixture, whereas the carburetorequipped, unsupercharged, small aircraft engine should never be leaned to this extent. For example: if the manual mixture control of a supercharged engine is moved toward the lean position, cylinder-head temperatures will be greatest when the fuel/air ratio is .067 and as the mixture is leaned still further, cylinder-head temperatures will return to cooler normal values. When cylinder-head temperatures climb too high while leaning carburetor-equipped unsupercharged engines, the mixture must be richened in order to return to cooler head temperatures. What is meant by uneven mixture distribution?



In a carburetor-equipped engine, the intake manifolds and induction pipes are used to distribute the fuel and air charge to the various cylinders. Those cylinders which are the farthest from the carburetor often receive a slightly leaner mixture than those cylinders close to the carburetor. When the mixture control is used to lean the mixture, the cylinders which are already receiving a leaner mixture will



be the first ones to run hot or misfire.



Does fuel injection provide better fuel distribution?



Yes, the fuel is injected into the intake manifold and it is mixed with air just before entering the cylinders. Theoretically, all of the cylinders of a fuel-injected engine are receiving an equal amount of fuel. £



At full power on take-off with the mixture "full rich" you are assured of the best combination of power and cooling. The enrichment of the fuel/air mixture at high power output is accomplished in actual carburetor design by the incorporation of auxiliary fuel metering devices. Such devices are variously known as economizers, highspeed jets, enrichment jets, power compensators, etc. Regardless of the name applied, all such units serve the same general purpose. That is, when full power is used on take-off, the enrichment jets or valves cut in and provide additional fuel. This additional fuel helps to cool the engine



during maximum power operation.



What are the results of using an excessively rich mixture at high altitudes?



Whenever an unsupercharged engine is operated at a high altitude with an excessively rich mixture, the power will be reduced from that which is available at that altitude with proper mixture. Excessive fuel is not required for combustion-chamber cooling at high altitudes. The fouling of spark plugs is one of the greatest "bad effects" of operating with an excessively rich mixture. Spark plugs are designed to operate within certain heat ranges in order to function property and operate without fouling. The excessively rich mixture will cause a below-normal temperature of the spark plug center electrode which, in turn, results in the formation of carbon and lead deposits. These deposits 46
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"Really Digsby, I wonder about these glue joints.'
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mixture control. . . know how and when to use it 

understand that Jim White will also be offering a course in aircraft design in the west end of Toronto. We will once again have our course on homebuilt.
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Dumses-Hybrid - How to use and develop it 

Jun 19, 2015 - basic 1D, 2D and 3D tests in all 3 directions in space (shock tube,. Orszag-Tang and so on). â–» shearing box and MRI tests. â–» support MPI ...
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When to Use JAXB 

He has fielded many Java solutions, serving in roles including senior architect, .... Overview of Interprocess Communication and Basic Network Architecture. 521 ..... These solutions do not attempt to provide comprehensive coverage of ...... for loop
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How to use Rtrdf 

Repeat the process for a few objects (at least 3). Check in the folder named â€œWork folderâ€� : you should find. - A folder named â€œimagesâ€� for recorded images with ...
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How to Use(cont.) 

Essayer une autre marque ou torréfaction de café. L'espresso est trop corsé ou amer. • Trop de mouture d'espresso a été utilisé. • La mouture du café est trop ...
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When to Suspect and How to Monitor Babesiosis -- American ... - AAFP 

May 15, 2001 - rapidly progressive and fatal. Although babesiosis can affect persons of all ages, most patients present in their 40s or 50s. After a recognized ...
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on mixture control 

items in the operation of aircraft engines. ... Gasoline engines require about 15 lbs. of air to bum one ... particle in the combustion chamber which serves as an.
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MIXTURE CONTROL STEM & SHIELD 

between one edge of the longitudinal flat on the mixture metering valve and one edge of the slot in the metering sleeve. When the mixture control is in Rich ...
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how to use color management 

SignLab color management is used to make the monitor display image colors as they will appear when printed. For proofs rendered on a desktop printer, it is ...
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How to Use Skillet - HamiltonBeach.com 

Some states or provinces do not allow limitations on implied warranties or special, incidental, or consequential damages ..... Fax: 01 55 5615 1856. Nuevo Leon.
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How To Use Your - Bushnell 

Les pare-brises et les vitres de voiture avec des matÃ©riaux mÃ©talliques intÃ©grÃ©s, tels que les dÃ©givreurs, ou les films de coloration pour vitre, peuvent dÃ©grader la ...
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How to Use an MMC 

Apr 17, 2006 - in it, the flash memory controls (erase, read, write and error control) ..... of the 512MB SDC was very poor that one third value of 128MB SDC. ... When you require a write performance to the memory card, a CompactFlash or an ...
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How To Use Linguistic Binds To Persuade.pdf 

Coming up in other articles we will cover the use of double binds, covert verbal pacing and leading, presuppositions including some little known types of ...
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How to Connect to Internet When Running LiveBoot 

Aug 1, 2011 - Convert AVI to iPhone ... Burn iTunes Movies to DVD ... Mobile. Business. Support. USA. How to connect to Internet when running Wondershare ...
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how strong does it have to be? 

pull jack and pump with a hydraulic gauge in the hose. The jack-ram area times the psi. on the gauge gives the load .... owned by Sky Farmers of Leongatha,.
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how to use the diagnostic chart and inspection procedure - CapHector 

When all the component parts, wire harnesses and con- nectors of each circuit except the ECU are found to be normal in troubleshooting, then it is determined ...
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how to use this manual - SLIDELEGEND.COM 

23 Apply molybdenum disulfide grease ... grams indicate where to apply locking agent 24 ..... The need for costly overhaul work will be greatly reduced.
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How To Use TVX-HD UPnP 

You can watch movies without a hard disk with wired/wireless network support. Play videos, music, photos saved in your PC hard disk without having to transfer ...
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How to Survive the End of the World as We Know It 

this book's glossary. This book provides both a challenge and a response: are you ... Page 21 ..... In the event of a societal collapse, nineteenth-century (or ear-.
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You know you're consuming too much â€“ how to stop before it 

Nov 3, 2015 - You know you're consuming too much â€“ how to stop before it consumes you too ... He eventually wrote a book about his journey. (. ... or one or two cars â€“ but desire for emotional needs like status, love, acceptance and ...
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How to Use and Care for your Celestron Binoculars 

To adjust this distance, lift the binoculars up to your eyes (using both hands) and ... in sharp focus; (3) Now look through both eyepieces with both eyes open.
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How to Use Care and Cleaning Need Help? - RetailDeck 

el cable alrededor del talón de descanso y sujételo ..... Afin d'éviter les surcharges, ne pas brancher d'autres appareils à forte consommation électrique sur.
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how to mass balance control surfaces 

a little extra mass balance weight to provide a slight static overbalance about ... must be in a draft free area to insure accurate results. Mount the control surface ...
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How to Use Grill/Panini Press 

NOTE: Do not use metal utensils when placing or removing food from grill. Burn Hazard. Always use a .... réduire les risques d'enchevêtrement ou de faux pas causés par un fil trop long. L'utilisation ... Pièces et caractéristiques. Poignée. Base.
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